WARNING FLOOR TIGHTENING JACK
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly. YOU are responsible for the safe operation of this
equipment. The operator must carefully read and follow any warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or
located on the equipment. Do not remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings
on this equipment. IF any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced, or rendered inoperable,
DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!!
If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these instructions to the operator.
IF there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,
DO NOT USE!!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!!
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Chromium from steel products, which are
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more
information go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov
Convenient:

Includes 2 knob screws
for easy front lip removal

Powerful:

Delivers over one ton of force

Versatile:
Protection:

"Non-stick" coated base
provides protection for
prefinished floors

Removable shoe for placement
in the middle of the floor

The Porta-Jack Pro tightens and holds flooring strips in place for nailing, and is great for straightening
crooked or bowed flooring strips. Can be used up against walls and in the middle of the floor on solid
and engineered wood flooring.
To use the Porta-Jack Pro: place it on the flooring as depicted above and move the handle forward and backward. This will
extend the pusher plate along the rack and pinion ratchet and either push against the flooring or the wall plate. Take care to not
over extend the push rod, keep the plastic button a few inches away from the ratchet mechanism.
To release the tension move the handle all the way forward (towards the push plate) this will release the two locking pawls.

